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What caused the financial mess were in? And how do we get out of it? Two of the great economic thinkers of
the 20th century had sharply contrasting views. John Maynard Keynes believed that government spending
could create employment and longer term growth. His contemporary and rival Friedrich Hayek believed that
investments have to be based on real savings rather than increased public spending or artificially low interest
rates. Keynes's biographer, Professor Lord Skidelsky, takes on modern-day followers of Hayek in a debate at
the London School of Economics. Paul Mason, economics editor of Newsnight, is in the chair. Speakers

include George Selgin, Duncan Weldon and Jamie Whyte.

Friedrich von Hayek. John Maynard Keynes and Friedrich August Hayek were both pioneers of the early
twentieth century. between two camps those following John Maynard Keynes and those whose allegiance lies

with Friedrich Hayek. 382 pages 28.95.

V Hayek

Hayek vs Keynes Hayek economic theory and Keynesian economic theory are both schools of thought that
employ different approaches to defining economic concepts. Thus Keynes no doubt had some criticisms of
Hayeks vision of free market economics. Hayek did not address Keynes General Theory until his 1941 work
The Pur e. The circularflow framework and the. Paul Mason economics editor of Newsnight is in the chair.
Keynes Friedrich Von Hayek and John Maynard Keynes were very credited economists of the early 1900s.
Hayek economics was founded by famous economist Friedrich August von Hayek. I always saidothers dont
seem to have mentioned it so muchhis voice was so bewitching. Keynes When the definitive history of

economic analysis during the 1930s comes to be written a leading character in the drama it was quite a drama
will be Professor Hayek. Start studying Keynes vs. Hayek The Rise of the Chicago School of Economics.
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